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Dear Colleague

Please take note of the following:

1. **4th International Symposium, 28-29 June 2012**

The 4th International Symposium of the ICA Commission on the History of Cartography will take place at the Eötvös Lorand University in Budapest on 28-29 June 2012. Full particulars as regards registration and accommodation are available on the Symposium website [http://lazarus.elte.hu/~zoltorok/2012_Budapest/](http://lazarus.elte.hu/~zoltorok/2012_Budapest/) We want to encourage you to attend this meeting and share in the following interesting programme.

**Symposium Theme:** “Discovery - Exploration - Cartography”

**Preliminary Programme**

**SESSION I**

**Maps. Borders, Boundaries**

**Veres**, Madalina (USA): Exploring and Defining Imperial Borders: Marking the Eastern Border of the Habsburg Monarchy in the second half of the 18th century

**Handoyo**, Sri (Indonesia): The brief history of the boundary mapping between Indonesia and Timor-Leste

**Demhardt**, Imre Josef (USA): Gone to Texas! Land Speculators, Surveyors, and the Cadastral Mapping in the 19th Century Lone Star State

**SESSION II**

**Thematic Mapping**

**Collier**, Peter (UK): Edward Sabine and the “Magnetic Crusade”

**Török**, Zsolt – **Hillier**, Domonkos (Hungary): Exploring and Mapping the Danube between Buda and Pest: László Vörös’ hydrographic and topographic map (1833)

**Monmonier**, Mark (USA): The Cartographic Discovery of the Great Lakes Snowbelts
SESSION III

**Topographical Mapping**

**Liebenberg**, Elri (South Africa): The “Major Jackson’s Transvaal and Natal Series” of the Anglo-Boer War (1899 – 1902): A cartobibliographic framework  
**Arnauad**, Jean-Luc (France): The long life of a 1:200 000 map of Central Europe  
**Zentai**, László (Hungary): Discovery of forested areas in topographic maps: development of orienteering maps

SESSION IV

**Exploration and Mapping**

**Menezes**, Paulo (Brasil): The General Map of the Republic of Brazil  
**De Maeyer**, Philippe – **De Coene**, Karen (Belgium): The Cartography of the Congo  
**Hasegawa**, Koji (Japan): The survey and cartography of Japan in the 19th century

SESSION V

**19th Century Mapping in Europe**

**Altič**, Mirela (Croatia): Exploring Along the Rome Meridian - Roger Boscovich and the Production of the First Modern Map of the Papal States  
**Moser**, Jana (Germany): Saxony as part of international collaboration – the mid-European Meridian arc measurement since 1862  
**Christoph**, Andreas (Germany): Media-related aspects of popularization – The geographical Serials from the publishing houses of Friedrich Justin Bertuch

SESSION VI

**Europe and the World**

**Feldmann**, Hans-Uli (Switzerland): Charles Jacot-Guillarmod and his maps of the Himalayan Regions (1914–1925)  
**Nemerkényi**, Zsombor – **Bartos-Elekes**, Zsombor (Hungary/Romania): Explorers of the Congo and the Zambezi in the 19th Century and the Comparative Analysis of their Cartographical Works  
**Schunka**, Alexander: The Raw and the Cooked – and the Recipe: 19th century Map Descriptions as Historical Sources

SESSION VII

**Cartography and Names**

**Wu**, Chia-Jung (ROC): Colonial mapping and naming of the Pacific Islands – a case study of Orchid Island, Taiwan  
**Ormeling**, Ferjan (The Netherlands): Name location on old maps  
**Rajakovic**, Marina – **Lapaine**, Miljenko (Croatia): Hungarian and Croatian Cartographers

SESSION VIII

**Mapping People**

**Landais**, Benjamin (France): Les communautés rurales, un acteur de la cartographie locale? Les premiers plans urbariaux du Banat (1772-1779)  
**Sorin**, Avram (Romania): The historical evolution of Craiova municipality (Romania) resulting from the analysis of cartographic documents  
**Kritikos**, Georgios (Greece): Mapping out populations in the Southern Balkans during the first quarter of the twentieth century

**Reserve Papers**

- **Depuydt**, Joost (Belgium): Ambitious Antwerp (1850-1940)  
- **Deák**, Antal András (Hungary): The Mystery of a Mine Map

**Posters**

- **Alsharrah**, Saad (Australia): Use of Geographic Information Systems for the digitization and analysis of historical road maps of West Yorkshire
2. Annual General Meeting of the ISHM, 30 June 2012

Following onto the ICA Symposium, the AGM of the new ISHM (International Society for the History of the Map) will take place on Saturday, 30 June 2012. More information on the ISHM and can be found on [http://ishm.elte.hu/?q=node/24](http://ishm.elte.hu/?q=node/24). This meeting which will be attended by several high-profile map historians, promises to yield interesting information on how this new society sees its way forward.

3. Proceedings of the 3rd International Symposium, Arlington (Texas), 8-10 October 2010

The Editors are proud to announce the publication by the official ICA publisher, Springer Verlag (Germany) of the volume containing the papers which were presented at the ICA Commission’s 3rd International Symposium which took place at the University of Texas (Arlington) in 2010. The book has been published in hard copy as well as an e-book of which copies can be ordered on demand. Although full particulars can be found on [www.Springer.com](http://www.Springer.com), we herewith provide the Table of Contents for your information:

### History of Cartography

International Symposium of the ICA Commission, 2010
Series: Lecture Notes in Geoinformation and Cartography
Subseries: Publications of the International Cartographic Association (ICA)

Liebenberg, Elri; Demhardt, Imre Josef (Eds.)

2012, 2012, IX, 303 p. 120 illus., 3 in color.

Available Formats:

Hardcover

Information

ISBN 978-3-642-19087-2
# TABLE OF CONTENTS

## Part I Early Explorative Cartography
- Ferdinand Konšćak – Cartographer of the Compañía de Jesús and his Maps of Baja California
  - Mirela Slukan Altic
- The Caribbean Cartography of Samuel Fahlberg
  - Dennis Reinhartz

## Part II The United States in the Nineteenth Century
- Thematic Cartography and Federal Science in Antebellum America
  - Susan Schulten
- “An approximation to a bird's eye view, and is intelligible to every eye [. . .]”. Friedrich Wilhelm von Egloffstein, the Exploration of the American West, and Its First Relief Shaded
  - Imre Josef Demhardt
- Mapping Nationalism: A German Map of German Settlements in the United States of the 1890s
  - Paul Rutschmann

## Part III The United States Geological Survey
- The Technology War, the Magical Aeroplane, and the Shift to Photogrammetry in American Public-Sector Mapmaking
  - Patrick McHaffie
- The Digital Transition in Cartography: USGS Data Innovations, 1970s
  - E. Lynn Usery
- The Use of U.S. Geological Survey Digital Geospatial Data Products for Science Research
  - Dalia Varanka, Carol Deering, and Holly Caro

## Part IV New Mexico
- Colonizing Chaco Canyon: Mapping Antiquity in the US Southwest
  - Berenika Byszewski
- Bounding a Sacred Space: Mapping the Mt. Taylor Traditional Cultural
  - Peggy L. Allison

## Part V Brazilian Cartography
- The Cartography of the Brazilian Empire
  - Paulo Márcio Leal de Menezes and Alan José Salomão Graça
- Cartographic Rumors, Brazilian Nationalism, and the Mapping of the Amazon Valley
  - Jörn Seemann
- Theoretical Frameworks for the Study of Journalistic Maps: South American Borders in the Brazilian Press
  - André Reyes Novaes
Part VI  Southern Africa

Unveiling the Geography of the Cape of Good Hope: Selected VOC Maps of the Interior of South Africa
Elri Liebenberg

László Magyar’s Cartography of Angola and the Discovery of his 1858 Manuscript Map in the Cholnoky Collection in Romania
Zsombor Nemerkényi and Zsombor Bartos-Elekes

Missionary Cartography in Colonial Africa: Cases from South Africa
Lindsay Frederick Braun

Part VII  General Cartography

Earthcube: Christian Gottlieb Reichard’s Point of View on the Earth
Andreas Christoph

Cartography’s “Scientific Reformation” and the Study of Topographical Mapping in the Modern Era
Matthew H. Edney

4. ICC2013 (Dresden, Germany), 25-30 August 2013

The 26th International Cartographic Conference of the ICA will take place in Dresden, Germany, from 25 to 30 August 2013. Papers on the history of cartography will fill at least four sessions and members and non-members of the Commission are encouraged to attend if possible. As part of the proceedings a post-conference tour with a History of Cartography focus is planned. During this tour important historical cartographic centres such as Gotha, Erfurt, Weimar and Jena will be visited. The tour will be open for all delegates. More information will be made available on www.icc2013.de

5. Joint Workshop (Leipzig, Germany), 22-23 August 2013

On 22-23 August 2013 (immediately prior to ICC2013) a joint Workshop organized by the

- ICA Commission on the History of Cartography, the
- ICA Commission on Atlases, and the
- Joint ICA Working Group and IGU Commission on Toponymy

is planned at the Institut für Länderkunde in Leipzig, Germany. More information will be made available on our website www.icahistcarto.org

Best regards, and looking forward to seeing you in Budapest.

Elri Liebenberg

Prof E C Liebenberg
Chair: International Cartographic Association (ICA) Commission on the History of Cartography
Emeritus Professor, Department of Geography, University of South Africa.
E-mail: elri@worldonline.co.za